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Deeply Rooted 2.0
With UNDER TWO YEARS LEFT TO PROMOTE the Deeply Rooted, Upward Reaching 
Capital Funding Campaign, it’s time to take measure.

Have you wondered WHAT’S BEEN RAISED since the 
Deeply Rooted, Upward Reaching Campaign began?

As of April 20, 2022, $1,552,545 has been raised in 
contributions and Gift Intents that are still being paid over 
time. Actual Income totals $1.3 million, just over half the 
baseline goal of $2.5M.

These funds have been distributed to the six sites semi-
annually for their use and to Scholarship Funds(both 
immediate use and Endowment funding) according to 
the protocol adopted by the Annual Conference at the 
Campaign’s inception.

Have you wondered WHAT’S BEEN DONE with the money 
raised? 

Many improvements and upgrades have been completed 
and paid for because of your giving. In addition, hundreds of 
campers and retreaters have received scholarship support to 
make their camping, retreat, training, and excursion dreams a 
reality. Further, our Camp & Retreat Scholarship Endowment 
Fund has been significantly boosted. 

Here is what has been 
accomplished so far...



Camp Allegheny
Camp President/CEO Dennis Tawney reports the following projects were completed using 
Deeply Rooted Camping Campaign Funds:

• A new 50-yr. double-walled 30,000 gallon water tank (obtained for 1/3 the price of a single-walled tank by leveraging 
Conference and Campaign funds with suppliers) is now in-ground and operating. 

• The Camp replaced aging water pumps and a media filtration system. 

• Camp roads were upgraded with more ditching/drainage work still to come.

• Deeply Rooted Campaign funds are underwriting the cost of a new fully accessible Camp Center bathroom now under 
construction.

SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT

Your Deeply Rooted Campaign contributions 
provided scholarship support for 166 
individual Camp Allegheny campers in just 
the past two seasons alone. (The number 
would have been higher had the pandemic 
not suppressed camp enrollment.)

“Thank you for helping to pay for 
my camp. I look forward to riding 
horses, making friends, and learning 
more about God.” 

Physical improvements, vital as they are, do not count for 
much if our beautiful camp and ministry sites go unused. 
That is why, of all Campaign dollars raised, fully one-half 
are used for scholarship support. Of that amount, 50% is 
invested in a Scholarship Endowment Fund and the other 
50% is disbursed for use by each site in its coming camping 
or program seasons.

STILL TO COME…
• Future Deeply Rooted Campaign funds will pay to replace 
40+ year-old underground valves in the Camp water system. 

• Future Campaign funds will pay for a new large tank in the 
septic system. 

• Future funds will pay for filtration upgrades and a new 
pool liner.

• Future Campaign funds will pay for further road 
improvements.

“

”



Jumonville
Camp President Heather Withrow reports the following improvements were made and 
(partially) paid for with Deeply Rooted Campaign Funds:

• A new water storage tank to replace two leaking underground tanks that could not be replaced due to landslide danger.

• ALL Campaign funds received for Jumonville’s material improvements have gone toward this critical $500,000+ 
infrastructure project.

• Strategic BONUS! Because the large new water tank is situated much higher up the mountain, water will be available 
for a whole new tier of camp development at that level.

SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT
Perhaps the most exciting Jumonville expenditures from Deeply 
Rooted Campaign funds are the scores of scholarships that were 
given to participants of “J’Ville U” and to summer campers in the 
Hope Camp Program.

• In the summer of 2020, Camp Jumonville pivoted after camp 
season to address the issue of remote learning supervision during 
school closures from the pandemic. With school doors locked, 
working parents were forced to arrange child-care for younger 
students. 

Enter “J’Ville U!” Children and youth streamed to the Mountain 
weekday mornings for supervised online learning and homework 
sessions, followed by lunch and camp activities in the afternoon. 
Many working families were served. A Christian witness was given. 
Scholarships enabled seventeen youth to enroll, who without 
financial aid could not have participated.

• In addition to “J’Ville U,” Campaign scholarships paid for one - or 
even two - weeks of summer camp for children and youth with an 
incarcerated parent, or who were in foster care. This Hope Camp 
program averaged 30 campers per week through the summer, 
and more than half received scholarship support. The first week 
was fully paid, and a second week cost the camper just $25. 
Your Deeply Rooted Campaign scholarship dollars covered the 
difference. Most important, those funds MADE A DIFFERENCE in 
the lives of scores of vulnerable children and youth. This program 
will continue in coming years so long as we remain faithful in 
giving. 

STILL TO COME…
From the beginning of the Campaign, there was a need to replace 
Jumonville’s failing water-storage tanks. Future Campaign dollars 
will help reduce debt from this major capital improvement that 
will supply clean, fresh water to camp clients, staff, and visitors for 
many years to come.

“Everything we did, it felt like God 
was with us.”

“
”



Wesley Woods
Interim Executive Director Emily Woods and Camp Treasurer Rev. Matt Judd report on 
what has taken place at “The WOODS” through the Deeply Rooted Campaign. 

• Eleven aging, inefficient HVAC window units were replaced 
with five high-efficiency gas powered forced air units. Result: 
immediate utility savings, a decreased carbon footprint, and 
uniform air quality year-round. 

• Upgrades have started on four of 10 Epworth Village units. 
Improvements include new flooring, replaced plumbing, new 
bathroom fixtures, new LED lighting, new doors, new windows, 
drywall, and painting. All of this is being paid for by Deeply 
Rooted Campaign dollars originally envisioned for the new 
Rec Building. The remaining lodgings will be completed as 
additional Campaign funds are received.

• These long-needed Epworth Village upgrades will elevate the 
comfort, attractiveness, safety, and hospitality provided by this 
part of the camp (often used by adult retreat groups), as well 
as open up very comfortable year-round use of Epworth Village 
units. 

SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT
• Over the three Covid-impacted summer camp 
seasons (including upcoming ‘22 summer camps) 
343 Wesley Woods campers received/will receive 
scholarship assistance. 

• With all the obstacles and uncertainties affecting 
camp participation, lack of funds to register is a 
problem “The WOODS” did not want potential 
campers to have.

• Your faithful, steady Deeply Rooted Campaign gifts 
allow our scholarship funds to constantly replenish-
which makes summer camp possible for families with 
strained resources.

STILL TO COME…
• Future Campaign funding will pay to replace Epworth 
Village asphalt roof shingles (long past their rated 
lifespan) with 50-year metal roofing in a style and color 
coordinated with other roofing upgrades already made. 
Epworth Village roof replacement is targeted for next 
calendar year.

• A new Rec Building replacement is vital to the long-
term success of Wesley Woods. Fully subscribed Deeply 
Rooted Campaign Goals will bring our sole northern-tier 
camp far closer to its goal of full funding for that major 
building project on the horizon.

This camp’s priority goal was a new recreation building to replace Harbin Hall, where a failing foundation made the 
building unsafe. As an interim step, the camp built (without using Campaign funds) an open-side covered pavilion giving 
summer campers immediate rainy-day activity options. That brings more time for study, preparation and the fund-raising 
needed to build the much more expensive all-season facility. By approval of the Campaign Steering and WPA Camping 
and Retreat Ministries committees, Epworth Village’s two lodging facilities were moved to the top of the list for Deeply 
Rooted Campaign funded improvements. Thus far:

“I love coming to Wesley Woods because 
I can be myself.”

“

”



Olmsted Manor
From the beginning, Olmsted 
Manor - our premier Adult Retreat 
Center - listed its water system as 
a top priority for Campaign funds. 
But sudden news of a failed water 
quality test in August 2019 brought 
a dramatic urgency to the quest. The 
day after test results were received, 
Olmsted Manor facilities began 
operating under a Boiled Water 
Advisory that would be in effect for 
the next 304 days. This was hardly 
the way the Rev. Al Hammer, hired 
just the month before as the new 

Executive Director, wanted to begin 
his service here. Nonetheless, he, 
and the Manor Board, responded 
with diligence and bold leadership.

Because the old water system 
was spring-sourced and gravity-
fed (without treatment for 100 
years!) the prospect of replacing it 
was daunting. Water experts and 
engineers knew that not only was 
a completely new water source 
needed, but also a brand-new 
system to deliver it. Here is how it 
was done:

• A groundwater test well was drilled across the valley 
from Groves Lodge. The water quality was pure enough to 
require minimal treatment and sufficient for both present 
and future expanded use. 
• An insulated, heated treatment building was built to 
house a state-of-the-art, automated analysis system 
that treats for magnesium and iron reduction and 
adds chlorine, yielding 99.99% pure water. All systems 
have built-in redundancies including the well with two 
alternating pumps. 
• A wireless communications system relays data to a 
company that monitors all functions, treatments, supplies, 
usage, and any problems that arise. The company also 
tests the water monthly and files all necessary reports.
• A gas-powered automated generating system seamlessly 
maintains all operations during power outages.

• Electronically tracked horizontal drilling allowed 
hundreds of yards of 4-inch distribution pipe to be 
tunneled under Two Mile Run Creek, under Route 6, 
and to all endpoints. Disruption of Manor grounds and 
landscaping was minimal and temporary.
• Clean, safe drinking water now flows from the generous 
well to the Director’s Residence, the Carriage House, 
Groves Lodge and Annex, Hickman Hall, and the Manor 
House itself. 
•Cost: $530,000.  All Deeply Rooted Campaign funds 
received were applied to these costs. Less than two years 
later, the debt level is down to $350,000. Future Deeply 
Rooted Campaign disbursements will further reduce that 
balance.

SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT
• Olmsted Manor Executive Director Al Hammer reports 
that in non-COVID times approximately 75 persons 
each year are beneficiaries of Deeply Rooted Campaign 
Scholarship Funds. 

•Since the pandemic began, Deeply Rooted scholarship 
funding has allowed Olmsted Manor to offer a 50% 
discount on lodging for our WPA UMC Clergy to take a 
time away for rest and renewal by themselves, or with 
their family, during July and August. 

STILL TO COME…
• Future Campaign Funds received will help pay 
down debt on the water project.

• Scholarship support for Olmsted Manor 
sponsored events will continue to be offered to 
those who demonstrate a need.

• The 50% Room discount for clergy seeking a 
respite during July and August will be offered again 
in 2022.

To “retreat” is to WITHDRAW from life-as-usual to focus on rest, recreation, renewal, and 
personal growth. All three of our “Retreat Ministry” sites offer those all-important times 
to “step back,” listen, learn, and renew. WPAUMC’s Retreat Ministry sites receive essential 
support from the Deeply Rooted, Upward Reaching Capital Campaign, both for essential 
improvements and to underwrite scholarships.

RETREAT MINISTRIES



Healthy Village 
Learning Institute
You’ve heard the saying, “It takes a village…” Executive Director Keith Murphy expands on the concept 
with an insightful adaptation; “It takes a healthy village to raise a healthy child.”
One of the most creative, intelligent, and successful youth 
and community development programs found anywhere is 
in the heart of McKeesport, housed in a former parochial 
school building built on the highest prominence in the city. 
The four-level building has more than a dozen spacious 
classrooms, each dedicated to a specific learning task or 
development function. 

The ground floor’s large open hall houses a compact 
but unforgettable museum with an extensive collection 
of African and American-African artifacts spanning the 
centuries from historic continental roots through the 
American Civil Rights movement. Upper level classrooms 
are dedicated to Research and Development, Educational 
Resources, Art, Music (with studio) Stick Drumming, 
Hand Drumming, Coding, Engineering, and Robotics 
Development. Apple desktop computers (funded by a 
generous civic grant) are found on every level and in most 
spaces. Since computer time is only granted to program 
participants after they spend a matching time reading, 
visitors will note that beside each computer is found a 
book (none the same).  

HVLI’s curriculum philosophy is called P.O.W.E.R. (Positive 
Outcomes With Excuses Removed). Its educational 
objective is to develop student proficiencies in Science, 
Technology, Research, Engineering, Arts, and Math. 
(S.T.R.E.A.M.) Faith formation year-by-year is promoted 
through discussion, reading and conversation that is 
embedded in the entire curriculum flow rather than 
segregated out as a topic for explicit instruction. Personal 
development and empowerment is nurtured in attractive 
spaces designated for Manhood Character Development, 
Womanhood Character Development, Focus Group topics, 
and the HVLI Key Life room.  

Drawing (primarily, but not exclusively) American African 
children, youth, parents, and community leaders into 
common community and personal development goals, the 
vision of HVLI is broad and intergenerational - impacting all 
facets of community life.

HVLI’s many programs are FREE! 
The only real cost for youth and adults to participate is the 
cost of a commitment to become one’s best self for the 
greater community’s good. HVLI’s students have gone on 
to earn college and university degrees for major career 
pursuits. This tech-heavy, education-oriented youth and 
community development Institute is one-of-a-kind!

Deeply Rooted Campaign funds were used by HVLI for 
a very strategic improvement: a new boiler to heat the 
upper three floors. Prior to that addition, only the lowest 
level of the building was usable year-round. 

SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT
Since all programs for children and youth are provided 
free of charge, Deeply Rooted Campaign Scholarship 
funds benefit HVLI participants indirectly by contributing 
to program and curriculum costs.

STILL TO COME…
Future Deeply Rooted Campaign funds will be used to: 

• Replace the remaining aging boiler that heats the 
ground floor exhibition and meeting hall.

• Secure a transportation van.



At the Lake Ministries
Perhaps the most unique, and certainly the newest, 
WPAUMC retreat ministry site is Port Erie, PA on Presque 
Isle Bay, where the passenger vessel Jo-Ann M is berthed. 
This former commercial fishing boat was completely 
rehabbed and repurposed as a fully accessible excursion 
and fishing boat for day trips in Presque Isle Bay and out 
on Lake Erie. The Jo-Ann M serves persons who have 
special needs – from youth and adults on the autism 
spectrum to veterans who suffer from PTSD to persons 
who use a wheelchair to navigate daily life, just to name 
a few. 

The Christian witness brought by this ministry is that 
every guest is a person of sacred worth and loved, 
regardless of what may hinder them. 

Deeply Rooted Campaign funds enabled ATLM to 
purchase a pre-owned, 2015 F150 pickup truck that 
functions as a “mobile toolbox” when anything on the 
boat needs service. This crew-cab truck is indispensable 
to the operation of the ATLM program as it ferries 
equipment, tools, and personnel to and from the boat on 
a regular basis.

I still look back at our field trip on the Jo-Ann M as the 
BEST FIELD TRIP WE’VE EVER HAD! 
 -WPA Public School Teacher of Children with Autism

“

”

SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT
If you guessed that operation costs for an excursion 
on a boat of this size can quickly mount up, you are 
right. Though a per-person fee is charged, it is not 
always enough to meet the costs of a given run if 
the group is small. Your Campaign contributions’ 
scholarship portions make excursions with smaller 
groups possible.

STILL TO COME
At The Lake Ministries is researching specifications 
and costs to replace the Jo-Ann M’s main diesel 
engine and transmission gear. Both are currently 
in good repair. They are, however, 43 years old. To 
ensure continued safety, reliability, and to lessen 
potential expensive maintenance costs, procuring 
a new engine and transmission will ensure years of 
uninterrupted charters for our guests with special 
needs. BONUS! A new diesel engine will run at 
roughly half the noise level of the current engine - 
a blessing to all guests, but especially to those with 
sensory issues.  



With all that’s wrong in the world, isn’t it 
nice to know some things are going right?

DID YOU KNOW that your Camping 
and Retreat Campaign gifts personally 
and spiritually empower children, 
youth, and adults through participation 
in more than 100 different summer 
camps, on-site learning, and retreat 
programs offered each year by our 
three Camps and three Retreat Ministry 
sites?

Christian camps clearly have appeal. Many youths return year after year. But does the influence last? 
Recent research shows that it does.
Dr. Jacob Sorenson and Dr. Paul Hill documented the effects of camp through the “Effective Camp Research Project,” 
showing that long after the “camp high” wears off, camp participants retain greater personal independence, healthier 
self-confidence, deeper faith and keener knowledge and awareness of God.

Few things we support could be more strategic for making disciples of Jesus Christ than the scores of programs 
conducted at these sites and the scholarship support to keep camp accessible to all who desire to attend. That’s the sole 
purpose of the Deeply Rooted, Upward Reaching Campaign. And IT’S WORKING!

Why are camping and retreat experiences so effective in fostering spiritual growth?  The research 
suggests that it’s because these experiences are typically:

RELATIONAL PARTICIPATORY DIFFERENT 
FROM HOME A SAFE PLACE FAITH CENTERED

They would thank you if they could!
I believe that the thousands of individuals who have recently experienced one of our Christian summer camps, or retreat 
programs, or Healthy Village Institute development seminars, would shout an enthusiastic, “THANK YOU!” to everyone 
who has supported the Deeply Rooted, Upward Reaching Campaign in any way. The quality of their experience was 
enhanced because of the many improvements already completed and paid for. Our Campaign is ALREADY a (qualified!) 
SUCCESS.

NOW IT’S TIME TO FINISH THE JOB. Many IMPORTANT repairs, upgrades and improvements remain to 
be funded. More scholarship support is needed.



What is “Deeply Rooted 2.0”?
Deeply Rooted 2.0 is a new call for churches to run- again, or for the first time, a 
simplified, three-week worship-based APPEAL that puts the cause of our Campaign 
directly into the hands of our people.

Here is how it works: For two weeks you share during worship service(s) some key 
information about the Campaign and its purpose and announce an upcoming invitation 
to respond. On Response Sunday (week three) you hand out a carefully designed Gift 
Intent form to all those present, give them time to fill out the form, then collect them 
in a dedicated offering. You let your people decide how they will respond and how the 
Campaign will fare. (Materials are provided for you.)

Pastors, and local church leaders, you hold the key that will unlock the door 
to success.

MANY of our people will support our camp and retreat 
ministry sites if given the chance.

Every dollar so raised is vital to our success and deeply 
appreciated. The success of the Campaign, however, 
rests in each congregation raising the equivalent of 
$125 per attending member over a three-year timeline. 
Average attendance = 100? Your congregation’s share of a 
successfully underwritten campaign is $12,500. 

“WAIT! HOW MUCH?” you say. That may sound like an 
enormous sum, but it is not when all do what they can. 
Consider: If your active members set aside ONE SINGLE 
DOLLAR each week (or one “Abe Lincoln” bill each month) 

and send in the total each year for three successive years, 
they will have more than covered their personal response 
goal. Many others can, and will, do more. 

In 2021, 114 donors completed their three-year Gift 
Intents. At the same time, 109 new donors submitted 
Gift Intents – primarily from 7 congregations (all but one, 
small) that ran first-time worship-based Appeals. The 
average number of Gift Intents turned in was well over 10 
per church. Consider that 100 congregations (out of our 
780) running the three-week Appeal track, and gathering 
just 10 new Gift Intent statements each would net 1,000 
new donors – well over the 850+ total individual donors 
who have responded since the Campaign began. 

What’s Different Now?
Pastors and Leaders, we’ve been calling for local churches to run the 
Campaign’s specified worship-based “Appeal” since day one! What’s 
different now? Several differences make NOW the time to act.

• Though the pandemic brought major disruption to the Campaign’s 
progress, an extra year of full promotion (through 2023) gives us 
plenty of time to compensate. In-person worship has resumed in 
virtually all WPAUMC congregations. 

• This Taking Measure Report gives congregations and leaders fresh 
information and a rally-point for Campaign engagement. 

• Our Bishop, the Cabinet, Program Staff, and District Administrators 
are adding strong support to this Deeply Rooted 2.0 push.

• The simpler three-week Worship-based Appeal Track (vs. five or 
six week) is MUCH easier to schedule and to run. 

Pastors, Congregational Leaders, PLEASE share the Campaign and its goals directly with your people in 
the coming months! 



Materials for a simplified, three-week worship based appeal are available from your local District Office. 
A limited supply remains at the Conference Center if that is easier for you to reach. 

To arrange pickup, share questions you have or for more information, contact Campaign Director: 

DEAN D. ZIEGLER
Director, Deeply Rooted, Upward Reaching Camping Campaign
dean.ziegler@wpaumc.org
724-504-7355

Want to learn more about the Camping and Retreat Ministries 
you are supporting?
Visit www.wpaumc.org/campaign-resources for videos and other information about each Campaign-
supported site. You can also visit the websites and social media pages of each individual site, listed 
below. 

Ready to run the three-week, worship-based appeal in your con-
gregation?

Camp Allegheny Jumonville Wesley Woods

Olmsted Manor Healthy Village 
Learning Institute At the Lake Ministries

www.campallegheny.org www.jumonville.org www.wesleywoods.com

@WesleyWoodsInc 

@wesley_woods

@JvilleCamp 

@jumonvillecamp

@CampAllegheny

@campallegheny

www.olmstedmanor.org hvliweb.org www.atthelakeministries.org

@AtTheLakeMinistries

atthelakeministries

Healthy Village 
Learning Institute

@olmstedretreats 

@olmstedmanor

DONATE TODAY by scanning the QR code with 
the camera app on your smart phone or by 
visiting secure.myvanco.com/YNKC/home.



Finished reading this publication? Pass it on to a friend, family member, or member of your congregation!


